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Are you feeling confused about â€•transâ€• this and that? Would you like clarity and confidence that it

can be alright?During Virginia's marriage to a person she believed was a man she discovered a lot

about the world and herself she didn't know.As the most important person in her life- a man -

became a woman in front of her eyes, she discovered a facet of love she had never known before.

This experience gave her the choice of rejecting her lover and being alone or finding acceptance

she had never dreamed she could embody to survive such a drastic and shocking change.Follow

along and read all the extremely intimate details on this journey. You better prepare yourself

because this book is amazing. Imagine your husband or wife coming home and telling you they

have been living a lie all the years they have been with you - that they are not really what they

seem, because their soul has been wrapped in the wrong body. This is not fantasy or even a joke -

the person who was her husband - is now her wife. Be a part of the intimate passionate encounters,

and turbulent emotions Virginia experienced during the most challenging four years of her life. You

can benefit by gaining a greater understanding of the â€œTâ€• in LGBT and a confidence in knowing

that there is strength and joy to be found in choosing love over convenience. Sometimes things we

fear arrive to help us discover a stronger and better person in ourselves and our loved ones.
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This book was very informative about what a couple with one partner transforming can go through. I

imagine most do not make it and get divorced with long lasting guilt and or hate. This couple were

made for each other from the start (soulmates) and may be an example of the best possible

outcome to the process.

Having known some people who have transitioned and even some with normal sexed spouses, this

story seems true to life and would be a must read for anyone whose partner is now seeking gender

transition, whether M to F, or F to M.

This is a really heart warming book, I loved it.

Good honest look at a couple's life and struggles with regards to transgenderism and transition.

I found the story interesting getting the wife's viewpoint as her husband transition's into a woman

and her decision to stay with her.
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